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Ex-Class Mates raise fund for a Social Cause
August, 01, 2016. Toronto.
The Ex-Class mates of CST Bylakuppe, the group called 'The class of 90's' has announced their initiative to raise fund
for the program 'Kalachakra Pilgrimage Tour 2017' by Social Action Movement. It is the first of its kind, Ex- CST
Byaluppe get-together in Canada! which is in fact the most waited get-together of the year where ex-CST Bylakuppe,
families and friends celebrate and remember those good old days of school life (The best days of one's life) !
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SAM's Reflection on Kalachakra Pilgrimage
2017

SAM Reach out Through Social Gathering in
Bodh Gaya

Seniors on Kalachakra Pilgrimage

Tibetan Summer Camping 2016 in Canada

Ex-Class Mates raise fund for a Social Cause

Bhutanese to earn a doctorate at Oxford who
now work

As SAM winds up their days in Gaya, They
thank all their friends and sup

Bylakuppe, the group called 'The class of 90's

Latest Tibet news

View other news

One of the member has said that "Wasn't it the most amazing time of your life? it might be the most confused stage of
one's life! scared of test, to go to school or not, Forging leave letter, bunking class, riiding cycle in the middle of the field,
enjoying roadside food 'iddli and Bonda', milk and chocolate ice bar, enjoying every bites of raw mango with salt and
chilly powder and the most unforgetable thing "Rice and Dal' which we still continue enjoying !".

It is the time to recall the days of boyish and girlish again in our life, but for a better cause, to give back to your
community, said by one its member. The Class of 90's batch is organizng this get-together and the fund will go to the
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community, said by one its member. The Class of 90's batch is organizng this get-together and the fund will go to the
program ' Kalachakra Pilgrimage Tour 2017' initiated by Social Action Movement Charitable Trust. The publicity is
sponsored by Real Estate, sales representative of Sutton, Mr Tsering Choden, an ex mate of CST Bylakuppe too. 

tricyle Magazine Interview: Bhutan on the Brink

SAM Reach out Through Social Gathering in Bodh Gaya

Ex-Class Mates raise fund for Social Cause

Latest News Little about us
We are group of young Tibetan who have studied in different fields like Biology,
Commerce, Political science and social work. Due to injustice, illiteracy, lack of
information, modern education and lack of unity in our society, we have unanimous
agreed to work together to make changes in the community. So, we have founded
SAM which means Social Action Movement.
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